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United Nations Sub-Comission on Prevention of  Discrimination and Protection of  Minorities 
Working Group on Indigenous Populations Fourteenth session 
29 July - 2 August 1996 
Agenda item 6-7: 
International Decade of  the World's Indigenous Peoples Consideration of  a permanent forum  for  Indigenous People 

S T A T E M E N T of  the representative of  the Mejlis of  the Crimean Tatar People Mr. Nadir Byekirov 

Madame Chairperson, Brothers and Sisters! 
The question about a permanent forum  for  Indigenous Peoples into my mind should be considered at a more wide context. All of  us know the important role the WGIP plays in promoting the rights of  Indigenous Peoples at the international level. It is obvious that this group of  the experts has to be kept in the future  as a real channel of  the interaction of  the UN system and the indigenous community. 
At the same time, due to the activities of  WGIP, the international movement of  the Indigenous Peoples is becoming more and more organized. Now it can be stated that the struggle for  the Human rights of  Indigenous Peoples is coordinated through the world. As a logic consequence of  this situation, the necessity of  the creation of  the permanent forum  for  the Indigenous Peoples appears. Probably it 's main destiny is to be the institution expressing the consolidated will of  the Indigenous Peoples in front  of  UN and other intergovernmental organisations. It particulary seems useful  if  we remember that two years of  the International Decade of  the World's Indigenous Peoples have passed. As everybody from  the Indigenous Peoples waited this Decade should to become the beginning of  the new epoqe at the historical faith  of  our nations because the highest level international and intergovernmental 
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organisation officially  recognized the importance of  the respect of  the Human Rights of  this part of  the mankind. 
But what was happened in reality? 
Could be said - nothing ! If  somebody waited the Governments would initiate by themselves the process of  catalizaton of  the establishing the guaranties for  the realization of  the political rights, preserving and restoration of cultural heritage or enjoying of  social needs of  indigenous population of  their countries it hadn't been done with very rare exceptions. Even the explanation of  the problems and natural rights of  the Indigenous Peoples for  the not-Indigenous or majority population which could be expected as nessesary measures of  confidence-building  between them was not arranged by the Governments. More then that - untill the nowadays the governmental military troops continue the genocidal actions against some Indigenous Peoples. Sometimes it seems that the announcation of  the International Decade is being used only to escape the undertaking of  concrete steps towards the promotion of strengthening of  the position of  the Indigenous Peoples at their countries. I'm sure it isnxt so but this Decade to have real contention is nessesaiy to elaborate the programme of  actions concerning three sides: the Indigenous Peoples, the governments and the UN. 
I would like to propose some points for  this programme: 
1. To finish  the work for  the draft  of  Declaration of  the Rights of Indigenous Peoples during nearestthree year4s and to start the work for  the International Covent of  the Rights of  Indigenous peoples; 
2. To start the activity for  the arrangement of  the World Congress of Indigenous Peoples which could take place approximately at 1999-2000. The Organizing Committee could be established by the Comission on Human Rights on the basis of  the proposals of  the Indigenous Peoples, the WGIP and Sub-Comission. Actually this work could be done only if  the UN would support it. The executive body or steering committee could recieve the consultative status under ECOSOC and thus become part of  the future  permanent forum  for  Indigenous Peoples. Others parts of  the permament Forum could be the WGIP and some special officials  as the High Comissioner on the Rights of  the Indigenous Peoples for  example. In this case all indigenous issues in the UN system could be arranged and pass at the previous stage trough this forum; 
3. It is highly desirable that the governments work quickly these three years and try to put forward  the nessesary minimum of  the ammendments to the legal and political structures of  their states to ensure the existing and real equal rights for  the Indigenous Peoples within their territories. That experience could be used for  the process of  the elaboration of  the draft  Covenant; 
4. The special procedure of  complaints and formal  communications should be established for  the Indigenous Peoples by the Comission on Human Rights so that they could influence  the protecting of  their interests directly by being an involved party. 

Thank you veiy much for  your attention 
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